Thieves Dish Soap contains the cleansing power and fresh scent of Thieves, Jade Lemon, and Bergamot essential oils.

Here are some items you should hand wash with Thieves Dish Soap instead of putting in your dishwasher:

- Sharp knives
- Crystal or hand-blown glass
- Wood
- Nonstick pans and bakeware
- Copper pans
- Enamel
- Soft plastics
- Aluminum utensils, pots, pans, or baking sheets
- Gold-plated dishware
- Insulated mugs

The hotter the water, the more likely glass and silver will dry without spots and streaks. Hot water also helps kill germs.

To clean especially dirty pots and pans, rub with salt and a dry cloth until greasy residue is gone, and then wash as usual.
We take the stewardship of our planet seriously. Our state-of-the-art production process brings you the purest oils on Earth. We call it It's not a slogan—it's our calling.

Northern Lights Black Spruce
Distilled at the Young Living Northern Lights Farm, Northern Lights Black Spruce essential oil has a rich, woody, and invigorating aroma that reflects the tough resilience of the black spruce tree.

Light the Fire
Keep the flames burning after the convention with Light the Fire™ essential oil blend! Specially formulated for the 2015 International Grand Convention, this aptly named blend supports an inspiring environment when diffused.

NingXia Zyng
Grab a light, sparkling beverage that delivers a refreshing splash of hydrating energy with NingXia Zyng™!

Pure Protein Complete: Vanilla Spice and Chocolate Deluxe
A comprehensive protein supplement, Pure Protein Complete™ delivers 25 grams of protein per serving. Now you can get the same protein blend and nutritional support as always with two unique flavor experiences: Chocolate Deluxe and Vanilla Spice.

Master Formula
Master Formula™ is a full spectrum multinutrient complex that provides premium vitamins, minerals, and other food-based nutrients to support general health and well-being.

Cool Azul Sports Gel
Cool Azul™ Sports Gel captures the power of Young Living essential oils in a unique plant-based formula that provides a cooling sensation when applied topically.

Thieves Dish Soap
Infused with the power of Thieves®, Jade Lemon™, and Bergamot essential oils, Thieves™ Dish Soap leaves dishes sparkling clean with a plant-based formula that doesn’t compromise on efficacy.

Thieves Fruit and Veggie Soak and Spray
Thieves™ Fruit and Veggie Soak and Thieves Fruit and Veggie Spray are two unique products designed to safely and effectively wash produce with the cleansing power of Thieves essential oil blend.

KidScents Diffusers: Dino Land and Dolphin Reef
Whether your child is drawn to the adventure of a Jurassic safari or wants to dive into a deep sea fantasy escape, Young Living’s new KidScents™ diffusers capture your child’s imagination while offering a unique essential oil experience.

Chocolate-Coated Slique Bars
Not just for your weight-management program, great tasting chocolate-coated Slique™ Bars are as tasty as they are nutritious. We packed Slique Bars with exotic fruits and nuts, added a flavor rush of cocoa nibs, and dropped in Vanilla, Cinnamon, and Orange essential oils before dressing them in decadent dark chocolate.

Thieves Laundry Soap
Thieves™ Laundry Soap gently and naturally washes laundry items with the combined power of Young Living essential oils and natural cleansing enzymes, leaving them fresh and clean.

We take the stewardship of our planet seriously. Our state-of-the-art production process brings you the purest oils on Earth.

It’s not a slogan—it’s our calling.